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Abstract

Neutron activation analysis (NAA) is applicable to the sample of wide range of
research fields, such as material science, biology, geochemistry and so on. However,
respecting the advantages of NAA a sample with small amounts or a precious sample
is the most suitable samples for NAA, because NAA is capable of trace analysis and
non-destructive determination. In this paper, among these fields, NAA of
atmospheric particulate matter (PM) sample is discussed emphasized on the use of
obtained data as an analytical tool of environmental issue.

Concentration of PM in air is usually very low, and it is not easy to get vast
amount of sample even using a high volume air sampling devise. Therefore, high
sensitive NAA is suitable to determine elements in PM samples. Main components of
PM is crust oiented silicate, and so on in rural/remote area, and carbonic materials and
heavy metals are concentrated in PM in urban area, because of automobile exhaust and
other anthropogenic emission source. Elemental pattern of PM reflects a condition of
air around the monitoring site.

Trends of air pollution can be traced by periodical monitoring of PM by NAA
method. Elemental concentrations in air change by season. For example, crustal
elements increase in dry season, and sea salts components increase their concentration
when wind direction from sea is dominant. Elements that emitted from
anthropogenic sources are mainly contained in fine portion of PM, and increase their
concentration during winter season, when emission from heating system is high and air

is stable.
For further analysis and understanding of environmental issues, indicator

elements for various emission sources, and elemental concentration ratios of some

environmental samples and source portion assignment techniques are useful.
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Introduction

NAA is known as one of the most sensitive aftalytical method for multi-elements.

In these years, eve n rapid development of comparative analytical methods like ICPiMS

(Inductively Coupled Plasma/Mass Spectrometry) and ICP/AES (Inductively Coupled

Plasma/Atomic Emission Spectrometry), NAA has still its power. For instance, Japan

Association of Activation Analysis, established in 1995 consists more than 180

research members of various fields and publishes journal twice a year. In its latest

journal'), more than 10 newly published theses on activation analysis including

agricultural science, biology, geochernistry, cosmochemistry, and environmental

science were introduced. Use of NAA is not rapidly increasing, but the use of NAA

contributes to the development of various fields of sciences.

As reported in the 2001 Workshop on the Utilization of Research Reactors, basic

advantage of NAA to a small amount sample or a precious sample like geological

samples in space is clear 2), because NAA is capable of trace analysis and

nondestructive determination. In this workshop, researchers of East Asian countries

reported their activities on activation analysis on mainly for environmental sample like

PM, river water and sediment samples. After the intensive discussion, the NAA

group of the workshop decided PM sample as a common sample for NAA in 2002.

In this paper, NAA method applied to PM sample is discussed focused on its

obtained data as an analytical tool of environmental issue.
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Fig. I Example of applicable research field of neutron activation analysis
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PM and NAA

-Elemental pattern

The National Air Sampling Network (NASN) of Japan employed a procedure for

nondestructive instrumental neutron activation analysis (INAA) of PM sample for up

to 30 elements 3) . The method could perforin excellent sensitivity for multi-elements

by combination of high density neutron fluxes of the atomic reactor and high

resolution semiconductor detectors without chemical treatment of the sample.

Example of analytical scheme of INAA is shown in Tablel. Other important

elements, such as Pb, Cd and so on which has relatively low analytical sensitivity of

INAA were determined by X-ray fluorescence method.

Atmospheric concentration of PM and element are quite varied among sites in

large/industrialized cities, sites in small/rural cities, and sites located in remote area.

As shown in Fig.2, elements such a Cr, Fe, and Ni, which has anthropogenic emission

sources in Kawasaki (typical industrialized city) was higher concentration than that of

Sapporo (rural) and Nopporo (remote).

Table I Example of analytical scheme of PM by INAA

Half life of Elements Neutron Cooling time Measuring time
nuclides Irradiation
Short Al, Br, Ca, Cl, Cu, 1-3 min 3-4 min 300-500 sec

Mn, Ti, V
Medium As, K, La, Na, Sb, 5-6 hours 2-3 days 1,000 sec

Sin, W
Long Ag, Ba, Ce, Co, Cr, 5-6 hours 2-3 weeks 4,000 see

Cs, Fe, Hf, Lu, Sc,
Se, Th, Zn

-Trends and Seasonal variation

Trends of air pollution can be traced by periodical monitoring of PM by NAA

method. In a case of Japanese NASN, some toxic elements emitted from

anthropogenic sources in large industrialized city decreased in 1980's, because of

improvement of emission sources and fuel conversion from coal to other energy

sources. However, in some small and medium size cities, such kind of trend couldn't

be seen, and elemental concentrations are stable and low (Fig.3).

Not so much systematically as seasonal pattern Of C02 concentration in air,

elemental concentrations in air also change by season. For example, concentrations

of crustal elements increase in dry season and when encountering to sand storm far
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from continents. On the other hand, sea salt components increase their concentration
particularly a site Dear the coast when wind direction from sea is dominant. Elements
which emitted from anthropogenic sources are mainly contained in fine portion of PM.

These elements sometimes behave like gaseous pollutants and increase their

concentration during winter season, when emission from heating system is high and air
is stable.
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Fig.3. Annual average concentration of As in several NASN sites 1976-1996)
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-Indicator elements

In Fig.4 a monthly variation of Total Suspended Particulate (TSP) concentration in
Beijing was shown from Dec.1988 through Feb.1990, ranging from 170 to 420

3 4)microgram/m . Higherconcentrationsweregenerallyobservedinspringandwinter.
A monthly variation of Al, also plotted in Fig.4 showed a good areement with that of

TSP and higher correlations were found for TSP with other crustal elements. Then
the influence of soil dust on the TSP concentration was discussed using Al as an
indicator element of soil, with a hypothesis that all ambient Al originates from ground
soil.
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Fig.4 Monthly variations of TSP and Al at Beijing

One of the advantages of NAA is high detection sensitivity of rare earth elements.
In the catalytic cracking process for the production of high octane gasoline, zeolite is
used as a catalyst, and some zeolite contains considerable amounts of rare earth.
Olmetz and Gordon5) found that the La/Sm concentration ratio in the fine portion of
atmospheric particles is higher than in the Earth's crust (La/Sm =5). They suggested

the possibility of using the elemental concentration ratio of La/Sm as an indicator of oil
industrial or automobile exhaust emissions. As shown in Fig.5 and Fig.6, the moving
averages of La/Sm concentration ratios and Pb concentration for four years in Seoul
indicates the increase of La/Sm and relationship with Pb concentration (r 2= 0.606)6).

La/Sm concentration ratio seem to increase with the use of unleaded gasoline.
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Fig5. Change of La/Sm ratio in Seoul
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Fig.6 La/Srn ratio and Pb conc. in Seoul

-Source portion assignment

The Chemical Mass Balance (CMB) method has long been used for the emission

source apportionment. This method is applied to the data obtained at monitoring site

by following equation.

C = Mj Xij a ij

C : Atmosperic concentration of element I (ng/m 3)

Mj: Atmosperic concentration of PM at receptor site released from emission source

j (ng/in 3)

Xij concentration of element in a source emission j (g/g)

a ij: Coefficient of fractionation of element i =1)
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Contributions of each emission source are calculated by solving simultaneous

equations set up by indicator elements for each emission source. Hashimoto et al.
estimated contribution of 6 emission sources (soil, fuel-oil combustion, gasoline
automobile, iron steel industry, incinerated dust, and marine aerosol) in SeoU17).

Hien et al. applied principal component factor analysis (PCFA) to evaluate aerosol
source of Ho Chi Minh City8). These sources include vehicle emissions (Br and Zn),

coal burning (Se), industrial process (Cc, Co, Cr, Pb and Sb), road dust (Al, T and V),
soil dust (Fe and Th), biomass burning (K), marine aerosols (Na and C) and mineral
fly ash (Sc and La). These source portion assignment study combined with size
fractionated PM collection bng us more informative data for consideration of future

mitigation measures.

Conclusion

Advantage of NAA and its application to the environmental issue is discussed.
Among several comparative analytical methods, NAA is still useful particularly for
small sized and precious samples. Various kinds of information can be obtained from
the analytical results of multi-element of PM by NAA. It consists of situation around
the site and the contribution of natural and anthropogenic emission sources at the site.
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